Abstract. Anti-jamming effectiveness evaluation refers to measure and evaluate the DS/FH TT&C performance which is affected by the jamming environment, is an important way to assess anti-jamming performance and optimize TT&C system. Scientific and completed index weight is the key on reasonable and believable of assessment result. An improved algorithm is proposed to solve the problem that weight change is big when entropy tends to 1 and weight is little when entropy tends to 0, objective weight is settled by studying the change under different jamming signal ratio.
Introduction
DS/FH(direct sequence/ frequency hopping) TT&C(telemetry, tracking and control) system which is a new generation of telemetry, tracking and control system is researched to satisfy the requirement of aerospace TT&C in strong electromagnetic interference environment. The system has the advantage of anti-broadband, narrowband and anti-multipath in DS (direct sequence), anti-tracking, anti-single tone interference in FH (frequency hopping) [1] . This system has a strong ability of anti jamming and the anti interception performance is also good.
Developing DS/FH control system anti jamming effectiveness evaluation, has great significance in analysis of the ability to adapt strong interference environment and objective and scientific evaluation of anti-jamming performance etc in different DS/FH TT&C. Index weight is the foundation of effectiveness evaluation. Scientific and reasonable index weight is the base of reasonable and credible evaluation results. Currently, there are many relevant index weighting method, including AHP [1] , grey correlation [2] [3] , entropy method [4] etc. Entropy method realize weighting by extracting the index change of information entropy. The method is not affected by the subjective intention and it can response the relation between index change and index weight. This method is a kind of objective weighting method. The conversion between entropy and entropy weight is the key of entropy method and it determines the credible degree of index weight. This paper put forward an improved entropy method which is suitable for the small data with large fluctuations.
Analysis and improvement of entropy method
The basic steps of entropy method. Suppose that there are n objects of evaluation and m index, the data matrix { } ij n m X x × = ij x is the evaluation value that object i evaluate index j . The basic idea of entropy method is that if the change ij x is bigger, the weight of index j .is bigger; if ij x is constant, the index in the evaluation does not work and the weight is 0.
The basic steps of entropy method are below: Normalizing the index. Calculate the proportion ( ) ij p x of it's that object i evaluate index j .
Calculate the information entropy j e of ij x .
Calculate the differential coefficient of index j . 1
h is bigger, the influence of the index to the evaluate results is greater.
In a word, entropy method determine the index weight through analysis and comparison of indexes change. It is a kind of objective weighting method.
Improvement of entropy method. When the information entropy j e of entropy method approaches 1, even small differences between each other will also cause multiplied change of different index weight. The difference of the entropy is small, but the difference of index weight is huge. This is because of that entropy weight method is too sensitive when 1 j e → . And if the index entropy is 1, then the corresponding weight is 0. This is very unreasonable. In order to solve the problems discussed above, many scholars try to optimize and improve the entropy method from different points of view [5] [6] . This paper puts forward a new method. by improving the computation formula of coefficient of variation. The method has the advantages of simple operation and easy to understand. It can better solve the problems discussed above.
Suppose the information entropy 1,2...
Improve the difference coefficient: 
For two entropy index ( m e and p e ) with large difference, the relationship between the corresponding weights is shown in formula (8) . The improved method can reduce the gap of the different index weight. 
For the case that the index entropy is 1, the difference coefficient which is calculated by the formula (5) is not 0, Using 3 different indexes as examples, the comparison and analysis of the index weight of three index weighting method ( the entropy method, the method in literature [6] and the improved method ) are shown in table 1. The method basically overcomes the defects of great range change of the index weight. When the entropy value is close to 0.5 or close to 0 , the index weight of entropy method and improved method is almost same. Through the above analysis, the rationality of the improved algorithm is verified.
Determining the index weight based on entropy method
From the view of system, DS/FH TT&C system mainly works in the capturing stage and tracking stage. Through the analysis and research of literature [7] [8] [9] , the system of DS/FH TT&C anti-jamming effectiveness evaluation is constructed as shown in Fig. 2 . Fig.2 the system of DS/FH TT&C anti-jamming effectiveness evaluation The system of DS/FH TT&C mainly faces the influence of various kinds of jamming, including wide-band jamming, narrow-band jamming, single-ton jamming, multi-tone jamming, pulse jamming, BPSK jamming and chirp jamming. Simulation analysis of index change with the JSR (jamming to signal ratio) range 25dB-65dB.are done and improved entropy method are used to determine the weight of index. The changes of index in different JSR is shown in Fig.3. (a) Detection probability (b) mean capturing capturing time 
Summary
From Fig. 4 , we can get the following conclusion.
The improved method can reduce the gap of the different index weight. The improved method overcome the small situation of index weight. The improved method improve the relative size of the index weights, and avoid the appearance of mini or max weight.
The improved method solves the problems which entropy method has, and reduces the sensitivity for weak signal, creating favorable conditions for the DS/FH TT&C system anti-jamming effectiveness evaluation. 
